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Objectives
Evaluate where there is collective interest and
need for new or modified approaches for
measuring and rating the field performance of
HVAC equipment, and define a scope for which
product types to include in this prospective work.

Identify what role(s) the Consortium might play
in determining how program administrators can
help work to advance these goals in partnership
with industry.

Background
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Agenda
Welcome and Context
• Alice Rosenberg, CEE

National Efforts
• Chris Perry, ACEEE
• Rosalyn Cochrane, Natural Resources Canada

Stakeholder Perspectives
• Rusty Tharp, Goodman Manufacturing
• Don Brundage, Southern Company

Group Discussion and Deliberation
• Long Term Objectives
• Short Term Objectives

Next Steps

Some Dynamics Utilities Face
Need for Increased
Investment

Declining Electric
Load
• Energy efficiency and
1 conservation have become a
part of the general culture
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• Growth of customer selfgeneration

Historical /Forecasted Elec Growth

Utilities
are challenged
under the
existing
regulatory
model

• Customers desire greater
reliability, resiliency after
storms
• Generally aging infrastructure
• Control technologies, smart
grid
• Cybersecurity

Disruptive
Technologies
• Communicating products
• Dynamic products
• Energy storage and
accessibility to renewable
sources

Grid Quality | Credit Quality
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Looking Ahead to 2019 and Beyond
CEE Residential HVAC Committee Priorities
• Low Ambient Air Source Heat Pumps
• Connected Criteria for HVAC
• Quality Installation
• Variable Capacity Equipment
• Connected Thermostats
• Integrated Home Opportunities
• Emerging Aspects of ASHPs
• Balancing EE and DR

Perspectives and Priorities
Presentations
•
•
•
•

Chris Perry, ACEEE
Rosalyn Cochrane, Natural Resources Canada
Rusty Tharp, Goodman Manufacturing
Don Brundage, Southern Company
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Chris Perry, ACEEE
What is the national need for a coordinated effort
and what is this group trying to achieve?
• How did the group form and from what drivers?
• What is the benefit of this work for utility
stakeholders, manufacturers, and others?
• What is the long term objective and roadmap to
achieve these conditions?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Central Air Conditioners & Heat Pumps:
Rating Methods Working Group
CEE Industry Partners Meeting
September 19-20, 2018

Chris Perry
cperry@aceee.org
Senior Analyst, Buildings Program

Simply rating the thermodynamic efficiency (e.g., SEER)
doesn’t capture many modern efficiency improvements.
Then (1980s)

Now

• Single stage compressor

• Variable speed compressor

• SEER 6

• SEER 23
• Inverter drive
• Wireless sensors/controls
• On-board diagnostics
• Humidity control
• …
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Air conditioners and heat pumps need better rating
methods – residential is our best bet right now.

Commercial

Variable refrig. flow (VRF)

[SEER/EER/HSPF]

[IEER/COP]

[IEER/EER]

DOE initiates review: 12/5/2020
NOPR: 12/5/2022

DOE initiates review: 6/30/2019
NOPR: 6/30/2021

Currently in ASRAC negotiations

Residential
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The benefits for consumers, manufacturers, and
utilities are numerous.
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Improved federal rating methods could help
utilities with program design.
Additional Features
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Grid-connectivity
Humidity control
Advanced thermostat control
On-board diagnostics
Self-commissioning
PV-ready

For example, an improved label could show a more accurate rating, regionspecific performance data, and additional features.
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Our Next Generation Rating Methods working group
tries to leverage work others have done.
Next Generation Rating
Methods Working Group
CSA EXP 07:
Dynamic, load-based
test procedure
AHRI Standard 1380:
Demand-response ready
variable capacity AC
equipment

ASHRAE Standard 205:
Standard data reporting
for regional ratings
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We’re also tracking the activities around the
CSA EXP 07 test procedure.
Organization

Update

Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

Purdue fixing thermostat/controller issue. Final draft of standard
expected to be ready by October 2018.
Preliminary discussions for testing.
Collaborating with other utilities/programs with a goal of testing 3040 systems by the end of 2019. Investigating contracting with UL.

EPRI
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
(NEEA)/ BC Hydro
NRCan / Can Met Energy
-Natural Gas Technologies Center
-Underwriters Labs (UL) (Plano TX)
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E)
Purdue

Southern California Edison (SCE)
Various manufacturers

Already has contract in place. Started testing May/June 2018.

Testing single speed variable capacity/flow systems. Data available in
June 2018.
Presented preliminary results on August 6, 2018 at Purdue
Engineering Conference. Currently addressing repeatability of testing,
including how to produce a consistent environment for the
thermostat. Also expanding work to consider RTUs with economizers.
Currently beginning testing.
Preliminary discussions to test VRF products.
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We have a limited time to work together to
develop a standard before 2021.
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Questions
• Are you satisfied with
existing rating methods?
• Is there a value
proposition to program
administrators for
updating rating
methods?
• Are there any other
initiatives we should
incorporate?
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Rosalyn Cochrane, NRCan
What are Canada’s goals in the residential HVAC
space moving forward, both short and long term?
• How did this roadmap come about and develop?
• What is the benefit of this work for utility
stakeholders, manufacturers, and others?
• What is CSA and how does it address these goals?
• What key milestones need to happen over the next
several years, and who needs to be involved?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Equipment Standards in the
Pan-Canadian Framework
Roadmap for high efficiency equipment

Rosalyn Cochrane
Natural Resources Canada
September 2018
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OBJECTIVES

01
.
02
.
03
.

Provide an overview of Canada’s market
transformation roadmaps for high efficiency
HVAC equipment
Discuss where CEE and its members may be
best suited to support upcoming roadmap
initiatives
Update on CSA Express Document
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PAN-CANADIAN FRAMEWORK ON CLEAN GROWTH AND CLIMATE CHANGE
MEASURES FOR THE BUILDINGS SECTOR

5.6 Mt

5.6 Mt

10.4 Mt

• Net-zero energy ready code for new buildings
• Energy code for existing buildings
• Labelling/disclosure of energy use
• High efficiency appliances and equipment

EQUIPMENT
PCF commitment to set new standards to the highest levels economically and
technically achievable for heating equipment and other key technologies

21.6 Mt
Potential GHG emission reductions
to help meet PCF commitments

HEATING ENERGY USE KEY TO REDUCING GHGS IN THE SECTOR
• Represents 64-83% of energy use; largest source of direct emissions

• Next gen heating technologies can reduce household energy use by 35%
• FPT governments agreed to prioritize space/water heating and windows
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new building
codes

existing building
codes & labels

equipment
standards
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MARKET TRANSFORMATION FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY EQUIPMENT

OUR CHALLENGE
To accelerate the adoption of high efficiency technologies in Canada between now and 2035

KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Aspirational goals for energy performance (tiered into short, medium and long term)

• Roadmaps to overcome barriers to market adoption
• Implementation of initiatives, optimizing contribution from all players in the market and
tools
• Review, evaluate and redirect, as necessary to effectively meet goals
On August 14, FPT energy ministers (at EMMC) endorsed a market transformation ROADMAP
to pave the road to 2030 and beyond
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ASPIRATIONAL GOALS
S PAC E HEATI N G

2025

All fuel-burning technologies for sale meet
an energy performance of >= 90%
(condensing)
All air-source heat pumps for sale meet a
SCOP* of >2.5
A residential natural gas heat pump with a
SCOP of >1.2 is cost-effective

2030

A residential cold climate air-source heat
pump with a SCOP of >2.75 is cost-effective
Renewable technologies/resources are
supported

2035

All space heating technologies for sale meet
an energy performance of >100%

WATE R HEATI N G

W I N D OWS

All fuel-burning water heating
technologies for sale have an energy
performance of >= 90% (condensing)

2020

All electric water heaters for sale have
an energy performance of more than
100% (energy factor >1)

2025

A residential gas heat pump with an EF
>1.4 is cost-effective (R&D target)

Residential windows with a U-factor of
0.8 cost effective

All water heating technologies for sale
have an energy performance >100%
(energy factor > 1)

2030

*seasonal coefficient of performance
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Residential windows meet an average Ufactor of 1.6

All residential windows meet a U-factor
of 1.2

All residential windows meet a U-factor
of 0.8

Market Transformation Roadmap

Research &
Development
•Product
development
•Laboratory and
field testing

Demonstration
•Increase
industry and
consumer
awareness
•Address
installation
issues

Information &
Awareness
•Test
procedures
•Marketing and
education
•Labelling
programs

Training
•Contractor
training,
education and
certification

Codes &
Standards

Incentives
•Develop new
and expand
existing
incentive
programs

•Amend building
codes and
insurance
practices
•Voluntary high
performance
specifications

Enabling and fostering stakeholder engagement
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Space Heating High
Priority Initiatives
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Demonstration
• SHDEP1 – Conduct Demonstrations Of CCHPs To Support Nationwide Marketing
• Lead Organizations: NRCan, utilities / efficiency organizations, provincial and territorial governments

• Activities:
• Develop demonstration research plan, including types of CCHPs, locations, monitoring strategy, recruitment,
etc. as well as marketing and communication strategy.
• Conduct outreach to identify participating demonstration sites, install CCHPs and monitoring equipment at
demonstration sites, and consider following up with homeowners who have previously installed systems.
• Conduct a consumer satisfaction survey with demonstration participants to understand their experiences with
the technologies over time.
• Publish research report, and other materials and incorporate findings into program, marketing, and other
activities.
• Develop centralized repository for Canadian information on heat pumps for use by industry and consumers.
• NRCan field study collaboration with 5 utilities in different provinces
• Final proposals due this week with installations expected winter 18/19

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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Information and Awareness
• SHDEP3 – Develop Performance Ratings And Qualified Product Listing
For CCHPs
• Lead Organizations: NRCan, provincial and territorial governments, utilities / efficiency
organizations, codes and standards organizations.
• Publish final test procedure, develop certification protocols including the need for lab testing
and begin certifying CCHPs to the test procedure.
• Expected October 2018 followed by post publication testing at UL
• Prepare publicly available list of qualified CCHPs and establish performance criteria for utility
/ efficiency organization programs using the qualified product lists.
• Collaborative testing with NEEA to start QPL in early 2019
• Revisit utility / efficiency organization incentive programs once the QPL is available, to
ensure alignment.

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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Information and Awareness
• SHDEP4 – Develop Sizing And Selection Software Tools
• Lead Organizations: NRCan, provincial and territorial governments, utilities / efficiency
organizations, manufacturers.

• Key Activities:
• Review space heating sizing and selection procedures and assess whether available software and
tools are able to accommodate the range of climate conditions, technologies, etc. for Canadian
market.
• Work with manufacturers and industry organizations to update tools, software, and education
materials and promote to contractors.
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Sizing and Selection Guide
• My client is looking for mini-splits to displace some of the heating energy use
in their home. Which mini-split is right for the application and zone load?
• How do I size a cold climate air source heat pump system given the fact it can
ramp up in cold temps and ramp down in warm temps?
• I’m installing a hybrid system that combines a gas furnace with a variable
capacity air source heat pump. Is a cold climate heat pump appropriate for
this application? Does a single stage heat pump make sense?
• With a hybrid system in Ontario, given time of use rates for electricity, what’s
the appropriate switch over temperature from heat pump to furnace?
• My client has a condensing furnace with EC motor and needs a new A/C. Is
there an upsell opportunity to offer a heat pump instead of a standard A/C?
How do I select the right heat pump? Does the t stat support the heat
pump?
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Incentives
• SHDEP9 – Expand Access To And Uptake Of Existing And Future Heat Pump
Incentive Programs
• Lead Organizations: Utilities / efficiency organizations, provincial and territorial
governments.
• Key Activities:
• Conduct targeted interviews with program managers at utilities / efficiency
organizations, etc to gather best practices for current incentive programs.
• Report on best practices for starting, growing, and maintaining a CCHP incentive
program.
• Conduct outreach to promote the best practice guidelines to utilities and government
efficiency organizations that do not currently have CCHP incentive programs.
• As necessary, update the best practices report and other materials to track progress,
highlight innovative programs, etc.
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Codes and Standards
• SHDEP11 – Develop High Performance Specifications For CCHPs
• Lead Organizations: NRCan, provincial and territorial governments, utilities /
efficiency organizations.
• Key Activities:
• Conduct inventory of high performance specifications in other technology
areas (e.g., ENERGY STAR Most Efficient, CEE, NEEA, NEEP, etc.) and targeted
interviews with utility, efficiency organization, and government program
managers, industry organizations and manufacturers to gauge interest in a
high performance specification for CCHPs.
• Prepare initial framework for high performance specification.
• Launch high performance specification, conduct outreach to partner
stakeholders to drive participation, and highlight successful demonstrations,
partnerships, products, etc.
• Develop incentive and marketing programs around high performance
specification, track market awareness and adoption in each local market,
and share best practices across regions.
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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NEXT STEPS

FALL
2018
•

EARLY
2019

2 0 1 8

Establish implementation
teams
• Publish amendments to
Canada’s Energy Efficiency
Regulations
• Windows discussion
document

•

•

Start implementation and
develop work plans
Notice of Intent and forward
regulatory plans
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SUMMER
2019

Energy & Mines Ministers’
Conference update on
progress of roadmap
implementation

Update on CSA Express Document
• Key underpinning of market transformation work in Canada for cold
climate heat pumps
• Expected to be published in October 2018
• Post publication testing at UL
• QPL testing in collaboration with NEEA and utilities starting early
2019
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Why Do We Need a New Rating?
▪ Current CSA C656 / AHRI 240 performance ratings
▪ -8.3°C is the lowest rating point required

▪ Most of Canada has design temperatures well below -8.3°C
▪ Is the current standard adequately representing performance at these
temperatures ?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Windsor -16C
London -18C
Toronto -20C
Ottawa -25C
North Bay -28C
Timmins -34C

▪
▪
▪

Whitehorse -41C
Winnipeg -33C
Calgary -31C

▪
▪

Halifax -16C
Vancouver -7C
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New Performance Rating for ASHPs
• Residential equipment sizes <65,000 Btu/h (19kW)
• Applies to ducted/ductless
• Applicable to single stage, multiple stage, and variable
speed heat pump and air conditioner
• Uses dynamic, load based testing rather than lab induced
fixed speed and fixed-condition

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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Existing Test Procedure
• Steady state performance
• Constant conditions are maintained in the indoor and outdoor test
rooms
• Equipment runs at full load for the entire test
• Problems with this approach
• Does not capture compressor cycling losses
• Does not capture part load efficiency gains from variable speed operation
• Does not capture the impacts of control strategies

• Does not simulate how the equipment operates under variable loads
with the unit’s own controls.
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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CSA EXP07
• Conducted at a wide range of outdoor ambient temperatures
• Sensible and latent heat loads introduced in the indoor room and lets
the unit respond under its own controls
• Test unit cycles on and off as it would in the field to manage
compressor and fan speeds as well as defrost operation
• Also uses indoor and outdoor test rooms but varies the load on the
indoor room by:
• simulating 7 different outdoor temperatures to meet the 70 F indoor target
temperature for heating test; and
• Simulating 5 different outdoor temperatures and 2 different indoor targets to
reflect thermostat set points in humid and dry climate for cooling test
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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(Why) Is It Better?
• More closely reflects in field performance through:
• Use of lower temperature rating points for heating test;
• Use of varied outdoor temperatures and indoor targets for cooling test;
• Allowing unit to meet the varied loads under its own control strategy so that
cycling losses are accounted for and part load performance is credited;
• The test rooms are set up to mimic the way a building would respond under
normal conditions at each outdoor temperature

• Encourages better design of control systems
• Better captures significant efficiency gains associated with variable
speed equipment

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2018
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Rusty Tharp, Goodman Manufacturing
What are the major trends and impacts that you see
influencing your work over the next several years?
• What conditions are necessary for your industry to
achieve success in meeting these goals?
• How can voluntary and mandatory efforts evolve to
support your work and facilitate innovation?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Rusty Tharp, Goodman Manufacturing
Major trends and impacts for OEMs over the next
several years ?
• Variable speed
– AHRI 1380 & DR
– Equipment FD&D

• Ductless
– Lower application ‘losses’

• Test procedure changes
– Locked in through late ’20s with current procedure
– Need to develop new method that is a) less burdensome on
OEMs, b) lower regulatory burden, c) better predictor of
actual energy consumption
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Rusty Tharp, Goodman Manufacturing
Major trends and impacts for OEMs over the next
several years (continued)?
• Energy modeling
– Location based extension of national rating
– Smart phone apps

• Next big step in EE is controls not product changes

Role for CEE in supporting a collective goal in this
space.
• Adopt 1380 specification into programs
• Co-develop new methods of rating
• Co-develop energy modeling
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Industry Roundtable
What are the major trends and impacts that you see
influencing your work over the next several years?
• What conditions are necessary for your industry to
achieve success in meeting these goals?
• How can voluntary and mandatory efforts evolve to
support your work and facilitate innovation?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Don Brundage, Southern Company
What are the major drivers that you see influencing
your programs over the next several years?
• What conditions are necessary for your company to
achieve success in meeting your objectives?
• How can policy, regulation, and standardized
strategies be leveraged to help achieve these goals?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Southern Company (SO)
One of the largest investor owned utilities
• Electricity in 4 southern states (soon to be 3)
• Natural gas in 5 states
• Only in Georgia do we provide both gas and
electricity to the same customers.
– Separate utilities, and regulators require continued
competition for customers and end-use sales.

• All of my work is for electric utilities

Strong desire of SO management to increase
revenue.
No current appetite to increase EE programs,
either internally or from our regulators.
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Major Drivers for Southern’s
Electric Utilities
As always, no simple answer for us – 3 different
regulators, and a great deal of independence of
operating utility companies.
Consistent across all companies is strong desire
for increased revenue, whether electricity sales
or increased service revenue.
Increased heat pump market share is consistent
with that.
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Residential Heat Pump Market
For Southern Company
Good market share for heat pumps versus gas
furnaces, but not as high as we would like.
Better market share in southern/coastal markets,
also less natural gas availability there.
Atlanta area is a major portion of our residential
sales. More of a bias against heat pumps there.
• Sizable percentage of population corporate
transplants from northern states.
• Lots of different power suppliers, many with
higher residential rates.
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Reliability and Capacity Concerns,
if Use Single Speed Heat Pumps
While we would like greater market share for heat
pumps, even with current trends we are projected to
be winter peaking in a few years.
California worries about the once every few years
heat wave. We worry about the once every few
years deep freeze. With greater market share for
heat pumps, it would result in enormously high
heating load, difficult or impossible to handle, if most
customers had conventional single speed heat
pumps.
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How Does this Relate to New
Equipment Metrics?
Many of our customers will not consider a heat pump
unless comfort level is similar to a gas furnace.
Variable speed, variable capacity equipment needed to
achieve this comfort level.
• Also necessary to avoid reliability problems in extreme cold
conditions.

In my opinion, current HVAC performance metrics do a
poor job of measuring variable speed and capacity
equipment performance in our climate.
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How Does this Relate to New
Equipment Metrics? (cont.)
Hard to promote something if there is low confidence in
the performance metric.
I view CSA-based performance metric part of the
solution to these challenges.
CEE can help promote acceptance of this performance
metric, and hopefully allow its use in EE programs prior
to DOE adoption for actual equipment, which will be late
2020’s at the earliest.
• New standard takes effect 1/1/2023.
• New test procedure would be for next equipment standard
after that, to take effect in about 2029.
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CEE Member Roundtable
What are the major drivers that you see influencing
your programs over the next several years?
• What conditions are necessary for your company to
achieve success in meeting your objectives?
• How can policy, regulation, and standardized
strategies be leveraged to help achieve these goals?

What do you envision a potential role for CEE in
supporting a collective goal in this space?
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Group Discussion

Consensus Discussion
Based on the conversation so far, is there a shared
desire by both programs and industry to work
towards developing testing and rating systems that
better addresses in-field performance that the
current metrics?
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Prioritization Discussion
What are the most important shared goals for this
collective group to focus on
• Long-term Objectives – In looking forward at the 2023 and
2028 Federal Rulemaking, are there central positions and
objectives that the group agrees are important to ensure?

• Short-term Objectives – Which efforts are already in place,
which ones would benefit from active collaborative work, which
parties are best positioned to undertake these goals, and what
timelines are critical to work within in order to ensure they
happen and meet the identified long-term objectives?
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Next Steps
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Contact

Alice Rosenberg
Senior Program Manager
617-337-9287
arosenberg@cee1.org
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Additional Slides

Other Emerging Aspects of ASHPs
Low temperature heating performance
Multi-head/multi-zone systems
Methods for better quantifying the performance of variable
capacity systems
Systems that can offer not only space conditioning, but also
water heating
Systems using CO2 as the refrigerant (and other refrigerants
with low/no GWP)
Improved performance in defrost
Improved heat pumps controls in hybrid fuel systems and
systems with backup heat
Gas heat pumps
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